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Dear Readers, 

Diwali is coming! For all you enthusiastic fatakra busting youngsters… Parsi Times has a list of places where you can get some good quality 
crackers and lessen the damage to the environment. If you are going to burst crackers, it might be worth your while to go knocking on your 
colony doors and give the older aunties and uncles some bribe worthy mithai and cotton balls! If you are not, you can always enjoy the season 

in the larger scheme of things, the essence of the festival and the belief within our religion. 

in our pages. 
I must thank a lovely lady Mrs. Meher Sutaria, for taking the time out to write to us. She writes about her 11 year old granddaughter reading the Parsi Times. 
Knowing that we at Parsi Times can engage the hearts and the keen interest of young promising community members like Mrs. Sutaria’s granddaughter, is the 
best gift this Diwali could bring. The thought truly lights us up from within! 

our ads.  

print them all. Actions speak louder than words and we hope that our pages celebrate improvements on the part of the management from here on instead of 
complaint after complaint about them. 

Freyan 
freyan@parsi-times.com

FROM THE EDITOR’S DESK

Madam,
I regularly get a complimentary 

copy of Parsi Times.
The articles published therein 

especially articles on Parsi Religion 
culture, heritage and ‘Parsi-ness’ 
makes interesting reading.

As recently as 8th Oct. 2011 you 
published a write-up “Revival Story 
of Sodawaterwalla Dharamshala– 
Udvada”.

It is heartening to note that the 
nearly 80 yrs. old structure which had 
fallen to dismal state was revived by 
a Parsi heritage architect and a Parsi 
philanthropist, so that the institution 
could be of service to our Community 
member who frequently visit Udvada 
to pay homage to Shree Paak Iranshah.

Please keep-up with good work. 
May the blessings of Ahura Mazda and 
our prophet Zarathushtra be upon you.

Regards,
Jamshed Shroff

Dear Freyan,
To begin with, I would like to 

congratulate you for bringing out such 
a wonderful weekly like the “Parsi 
Times”. Its contents  are informative, 
interesting and trendy.

I am a grandmother and while 
I simply love going through the 
contents of your newspaper, it gives 
me immense pleasure to see my 11 
year old grand-daughter reading it 
and taking keen interest in matters 
pertaining to our community. Keep up 
the good work.

Recently, while going through my 
collection of interesting articles and 
poem, cut out from various magazines 
and newspapers, I came across this 
poem (source unknown) titled, “If you 
like me tell me”. I would like to share 
it with your readers, more so, because 
in this hectic fast paced world, no one 
has the time to utter a few words of 
praise and appreciation to friends and 
loved ones. By the time one realises 
the true worth of a person, it is just too 
late. This poem might help to strike 
a chord in the hearts of your readers 
and help them to avoid a “too little too 
late” kind of a situation.
With Warm regards,
Meher P. Sutaria
(Poem contribution on Pg. 16)

Dear Editor & Parsi Times Team,
Good reading.
I truly appreciate the range of issues 

dealt in your Parsi Times but would 
suggest maximum variety of articles 
to satisfy to different tasks for young 
and Sr. people (old) generations. Also 
there should be Question and Answer 
space on savings. All avenues of 
Investments and of Hobbies, etc.

Much thanks for your article on 
Religion and about Parsi History 
Series (Shahnama).
Hoshang T. Sethna

Dear Freyan,
By the grace of DADAAR 

goodself & your dear family members 
in the best of health.

Kindly accept my heartiest 
congratulations, for very boldly & 
courageously reporting & printing 
with photos on Article, viz. “TOWERS 
OF NOISE” of another erupting 
scandle created by the Team of New 
Trustees of B.P.P. for the sake of 
some Lakhs of Rupees for cacophony 

giving on at our sacred place, viz. 
“DOONGERWADI” as also at 
“KHAREGHAT COLONY” for the 
night shoots. It is very shameful when 
Vada Dasturji of UDVADA tried to 
contact Mr. Khojestee Mistree, Trustee 
& in charge of Doongerwadi, on phone 
& the reply that he received from his 
wife & daughter “He is sleeping & not 
to be disturbed”.

After repeated phone calls by 
Dasturji & personal visit of Mr. 
Gustad Irani to his residence, he 
replied negatively that he does not 
know anything and inquire with Mr. 
Dinshaw Mehta (So called “Chairman” 
of B.P.P.).

Even when Dasturji summoned, 
Er. Cyrus Dastoor – the Brain & Idea 
behind such incidents – given to Mr. 
D. Mehta, for the sake of Lakhs of 
Rupees; just washed of his hands, 
as it is not a burning issue of Parsee 
Community. 

It is very shameful on the parts of 
Mr. K. Mistree & his family, as well as 
for Er. Cyrus Dastoor.

Freyan, you may believe it or not, 
but DADAAR AHURAMAZDA.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Contd. on Pg. 3
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in the Form of a 

“ F A R I S H T A / M A S I H A ” 
must have sent Dasturji who 
summouned you & your team 
for Report & Photos.

Secondly, your articles on 
various Baugs/Colonies are 
very interesting & thought 
provoking. Your Review 
& Photos on celebration of 
URAN AGIARY’s Salgreh, 
is interesting. Atashpadsa 
Saheb will certainly Bless you.

Freyan, may the choicest 
Blessings of Almighty God 
be showered upon your 
goodself and may you always 
have PEACE, PROSPERITY, 
HAPPINESS & ZEAL to 
work for the Community (in 
General)) and for your “Parsi 
Times” (in Particular) in the 
years to come.
With kindest Thoughts and 
Best Regards. 

Sincerely Yours
PT Reader wishes to remain 
Anonymous 

The Editor,
Parsi Times,

This refers to a letter 
appearing in your paper’s 
issue of the 15th October 
authored by Khojeste Mistree. 
Normally, I  do not read letter 
from this individual in minute 
detail but since the same 
pertained to  issue raised by 
High Priest of Udvada and 
since the matter was about 
the welfare of residents of a 
Parsee Colony viz Khareghat 
Colony, I read  Mistree’s View 
Point carefully to be fair to 
him.

Mistree has said that on 
the relevant date he was tired 
and had gone to sleep. Fine, a 
person does need rest.  Using 
Mistree’s own chronology 
of events, he returned home 
at 10.30, was asleep at 11.00  
p.m. when Gustad Irani rang 
doorbell of his house. So far 

so good but how did he wake 
up to attend to Meheli Colah’s 
phone as well as Jimmy 
Mistry’s phone call later on? 
That is quite intriguing.

Mistree has made a 
grievance about the Parsee 
press ‘ganging up’ against 
him. The same if true is 

index. Mistree  cannot expect 
every Parsee to  forget his 
poll promise to declare assets 
upon being elected, which  
he has not adhered to after 
passage of three years.

Mistree has also added 
that ‘Those who want the 
collapse the Dokhmashini 
system are already busy with 
their nonsense’.

In this context my 
questions are: 
1) The entire community 
knows that the system as it 
existed  say thirty years ago 
has already collapsed and 
there is nothing  anybody  
can  do further to add to its 
collapse. The reason why 
Parsees  opt for this defunct 
‘system’ is due to denial of 
sacraments by the Priestly 
class. If there was a alternative 
available, there would be 
hardly two Ruvans a month 
,deciding to allow their mortal 
remains to rot. 
2) Mistree has been  a 
Trustee of B.P.P. for now 
three years and in what way 
he has been able to revive this 
dead system?  If the system 
were working then there 
would be no need for Solar 
Concentrators which because 
of climatic constraints can 
operate only during seven 

months Khurshed Yezad is 
covered by clouds which fact 
will be vouched even by a 
school going kid. 
3) Does  any  tenet of  our faith 
permit Solar Concentrators? 
Where does the system allows 
the bodies to be sprayed with 
brownie urine? Where does 
the system allows use of ozone 

gas / exhaust? Just to refresh 
the memory  it was High 
Priests Dr. Firoze Kotwal 
& others objected to solar 
concentrators stating that 
even a nail cannot be nailed 
in Dokhma since they are 
religiously consecrated. No 
doubt he took summersault 
within no time under your his 
pressure. I would  like to add 
that I too am a traditionalist 
and “bhunnar gunnar’ but 
that does mean that I should 
cover my vision with mask 
and bid good bye to common 
sense and reasoning. The  
mischievous distortion that all 
those who believe in practicing 
the collapsed system alone are 
traditionalists and those who 
disagree are lesser Parsees 
is laughable considering 
the double standards  of 
those wearing the label of 
Traditionalists.

Instead of admitting 
his limitation, Mistree has 

for defunct funerary system.  
He was vocal for Aviary 
since over a decade and his 
scorecard on this front after 
becoming Trustee of B.P.P. 
does not add to his C.V. or 
Performance Appraisal and 
so he plays the game every 
politician plays viz. blame 
game.

Madam Editor, please 
publish this letter in toto in 
our Weekly, 

Lastly I appreciate the 

efforts of Parsi Times to be 
impartial in its reporting 
views of both sides.
With regards,
Homi Dalal   (9920705713)

HAS THE PARSI TALIBAN 
ARRIVED?

Madam,
Apropos Letters to the 

Editor PT 15 Oct., wherein 
you have published an 
anonymous letter “Shooting 
at Cusrow Baug.” 
Following thoughts raced 
through my mind:
What is the reason for this 
guy to request you not to 
publish the name?
1. Could it be that he/she 

is afraid that a Fatwa 
may be invoked, and he/
she may be treated like a 
renegade, and prevented 
from parking his cars/two 
wheelers at his favorite 
place, or denied entry in 
the club?

2. Could it be that he/she is 
afraid that Parsi pehlwans 
will bash him/her up as 
was done to old Moose, and 
the Russian Zoroastrian? 

3. Could it be that he/she is 
on “Leave and License”, 
which has expired or about 
to expire and the fear that 
it may not be renewed 
and he/she will be care of 
footpath outside Aga Bros, 
shop? 

4. Will Parsis in the 21st 

century, have to live, like 
the Jews, of Europe had to, 
under Hitler regime, in the 
last century?

Has the Parsi Taliban 
arrived? 

As for the shooting I feel 
there should be no objection 
as long as some bodyguard 
doesn’t starts shooting 
Parsis and sending them to 
Doongerwadi for their last 
journey. Shooting should 
take place in every baug so 
that Parsis can shake hands 
with their favorite Bachchans, 
Kapoors, Khans, and their 
favourite actresses, like 
Smriti, Kajol and so on. After 
all Parsis are fond of Hindi 
movies/songs. 

As for parking problem, 
Parsis can resort to double or 
triple parking or drive out to 
Taj, Oberoi, during those few 
hours and while their time 
at the Cigar Lounge or some 
Cabaret. 

Also for peace and 
tranquility this is a good 
excuse/opportunity to get 
out to Lonavla to some 
Dela Bungalows, or Goa, or 
Panchgani, Satara, etc, to 
destress themselves.

Parsis are very 
broadminded and sporting 
too. Parsis have one Bill Gates 
with 500 crores in his hip 
pocket, so what is the harm 
if a Parsi/Irani becomes a 
Cecil B DeMille of Bollywood, 
and shoots in our baugs? We 

Contd. from Pg. No. 2
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The second picnic of the year for 
the BPP Matrimonial Bureau 
was held on the 16th October 

2011. 79 youngsters piled onto a bus 
and headed out to Della Adventures 
in Lonavala for what proved to be an 

begun at the pick-up points in Khareghat 
and Dadar Parsi Colonies in Mumbai. 
The staple bus singing and snacking 
turned 79 strangers into 79 friends well 

After indulging in  the lavish spread 
at breakfast and being formally 
introduced, the youngsters set off for 
adventure rides such as Moto-Cross Dirt 
Bikes, ATV rides, Archery, Paintball, 
Zorbing and Flying Fox. A few even 
slowed down the pace at the Spa.

Not everyone was outgoing and to 
make sure that each person made his 
or her presence felt, post lunch games 
were organized to get everyone out  of 

their shells. By tea-time numbers and 
email addresses were exchanged and 

If anyone had seen the bunch on their 
bus ride home you would never have 

and more fun accompanied them back 

The picnic was sponsored by the 
Bombay Parsi Punchayet and discounts 
and concessions were offered by Jimmy 
Mistry of Della Adventures (also a BPP 
Trustee). 

The event was put together by Mrs. 
Arnavaz Mistry, (BPP Trustee)and the 
core group of Mrs. Zarin Havewala, 
Mrs. Shiraz Guard and Mrs. Kashmira 
Khambatta. 

The last Matrimonial Picnic was held 
in January 2011 and was attended by 75 
youngsters. It is good to see the meeting 

The 2 day Waste Management 
and Waste Water Treatment 
National Conference, in 

Mumbai at the Bombay Exhibition 
Centre (Goregaon, East) ends today. 

Conference, Mr. Perses Billimoria, 
CEO and Founder of Earthsoul India 
Pvt. Ltd. spoke to the audience about 
Compostable bags for wet waste 
collection and was on an illustrious 

together to create better ways for us 
all to manage our waste and conserve 

our planet 
better. 

Also at 
the event 
was Mr. 
V i r a f 
Mehta, of 
Greentech 
Solutions. 
In the Parsi 
T i m e s 
S e c t i o n 
on Green 
G h e r , 

we covered 
the Waste 
Management 
System that 
Mr. Mehta has 
placed in the 
Vasai Parsi 
Colony which 
has helped 

residents adopt environmentally 
friendly garbage disposal techniques. 
This article received action oriented 
and positive feedback from Parsi 
Times readers and Mr. Mehta can 
hopefully be able to help more Baugs 
and Parsi businesses include better 
living into their lifestyles. 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor, 

Mistree in the Parsi Times of 
15th October 2011 with regard 
to the ‘shooting incident’ at the 
Doongerwadi is an obvious attempt, 
albeit a feeble and unconvincing one, 
at a cover up, which if read carefully 
reveals more than what he tries to 
conceal. 

matter was sorted out in the evening 
itself, why was this simple fact not 

and the others who had assembled 
at the Doongerwadi after 11 pm ? 
How did he manage to answer calls 
from Mr. Mehli Colah et al after 11 
pm. and was not willing to take calls 
from other concerned community 
members? 

If, as claimed by Mr. Mistree, the 
food and the festivities had already 
been stopped at Mr. Dinshaw 
Mehta’s orders and the portable 
toilets removed, how did the Parsi 
Times photographer manage to 
shoot shots of the buffet table and 
the toilets? How come food was seen 
being cooked and the cast & crew 
dining away oblivious to the heated 
situation? 

all he has achieved has been to fall 

As for Mr. K. Mistree’s outrage 
that he should have been contacted 
before publishing the report in the 
Parsi Times, was he not fast asleep 
after burning the midnight oil for 
3 previous nights and did not take 
any calls? And the icing on the cake 
has the WAPIZ page ever checked 
the facts & fallacies with those 
they have criticized, now that Mr. 

shall you reap. 
Mr. K. Mistree may not have been 

a party to granting the permission for 
the use of Doongerwadi premises, 
but he has miserably failed in his 
duty as a Trustee and as a ‘religious 
scholar’ to protect the Doongerwadi 
from being desecrated. 

I will henceforth remember Mr. 

Trustee’. He has shown that he and 

whilst Rome was burning, the other 
slept whilst Doongerwadi was being 
desecrated and misused. 

The community deserves to know 
the truth on this entire unfortunate 
episode and we want the whole truth 

Rusi Nariman 
Bandra
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Social Media is not just a ‘marketing 
tool’. It is a phenomenon whose full 
power is waiting to be unleashed. In 

view of the growing popularity of social 
media like Facebook, Twitter, Linked In, 
You Tube and others for business promotion 
WZCC Mumbai Chapter organized a 
lively and informative presentation 
on ‘Social Media Marketing’ last 

at Dadar. The speaker Hareesh 
Tibrewala is the joint CEO of 
Social Wavelength, a leading 

In a knowledge-packed 1.5 hours, 
Hareesh initially took the participants 
through the world of Social Media 
Advertising - what it is, how big it is and the 
outstanding reach it has built over a period 
of time. He then went on to explain strategy 
building and the 10-step method to build 
your own Social Media presence. His lively 
talk was full of real life examples of how 
Social Media has helped in real life cases for 

big and small brands. A notable campaign 
was of Blendtec - a relatively unknown 
Blender manufacturer - who made it big by 
putting up a series of Videos on YouTube 
under the title of “Will it Blend?”
He ended with a brief overview of pros and 

cons of Social Media and how, if handled 
badly, it could damage one’s brand 

irretrievably. The participants 
asked many questions which 
paved the way to a healthy 
interaction and understanding of 
the various issues and strategies 

involved. 
WZCC has its own Social Media 

presence with open Groups on Facebook 
and LinkedIn. Community members 
are encouraged to join these Groups for 
networking to grow their business and share 
their ideas with other members of the Group 
from across the world. Enthusiastic Z’s must 
join these Groups to further their Business 
and Career prospects irrespective of whether 
they are members of WZCC or not.

 

PT Reporter 
Swati Kalra

In last week’s article ‘Honouring talent’, contributed by Engr. Edul  Jal Cassad, 
Parsi Times wishes to add that the Outstanding Contribution to Concrete 
Technology 2011 Award was presented to Mr. Cyrus K. Pithawalla by Mr. 
Badwe, Chief Engineer Roads of the Municipal Corporation Greater Mumbai. 

NOTICE

NOTICE
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Ness Baug is centrally 
located and has easy 
access to all types of 

transport. There are many 
Agiaries situated close to Ness 
Baug, like Aslaji Agiary, Sethna 
Agiary, Soonaiji Agiary. 

T h e 
construct ion 
of Ness Baug 
began in 1931-
32 and was 
c o m p l e t e d 
by 1935-36. Originally, it 
comprised of A, B, and C 

tenants was Mr. Meherwanji 
Colha. It was earlier known 
as the “Petit House”, as it was 
built by the Petit family. The 

not meant for the poor, but for 
the elite. At that time, the rent 

in other baugs was merely 
15 to 20 rupees, compared to 
the rent in Ness Baug which 
was 149 rupees. 

with a servant quarter and 
modern amenities, like 
showers, basins, and white 
tiles, which were considered 
luxuries in that period. In 
1951-52, the Petit family 

handed over the 
trusteeship to R.R 
and R.N Wadia 
Trusts. It was thus 
renamed as Ness 
Baug. 

From 1951 to 1961, the 
Wadia trusts constructed 3 
additional buildings known as 
annexes 1, 2, and 3. This was 
done to accommodate more 
Parsis. All the buildings had 
been originally constructed 

was built. Today, Ness Baug 

Currently, the trusteeship of 
the Wadia trusts properties 
have been handed over to the 
Bombay Parsi Punchayet. 

The President of the 
Ness Baug Parsi Zoroastrian 
Tenant’s Association is Mr 
Fali Poncha, who is the ex-
director of Tata Housing. 
Earlier the Association used to 
organize Jashans and different 
programs for the residents.

 The celebrities who 
reside here are Dr. Darayus 
Soonawala, Mr. Mehli Colah 
and Mr. Farokh Khambata of 
Josh.

LOCATION:
Ness Baug is centrally located and has easy access to all types of 
transport. There are many Agiaries situated close to Ness Baug, like 
Aslaji Agiary, Sethna Agiary, Soonaiji Agiary.

NESS BAUGGUGAUABAS BSSESNEN SS UABAENNESS B UANESS B GGG
Manager & Secretary of 

Ness Baug

The club - Table Tennis

The Seth Pherozeshah 
Ardeshir Patel Dar-
E-Meher was built in 

1908 (Roj Adar, Mah Adar, AY 
1277) in Andheri. At that time 
there were only 8 to 10 Parsi 
families living there. Today it 
is home to more than 10,000 
Parsis, who religiously visit 
the Agiary on a daily basis.

The Agiary was built 
by Ardeshir Bhikhaji Patel 
who also built a building in 
the same compound in 1909 
in memory of his wife Late 
Ratanbai Adershir Patel. It 
was meant for poor Parsi 

Zoroastrians who maintained 
the Dar-E-Meher.  The 
building comprises of 13 
rooms and is let out to poor 
Parsis at a very economical 
rent.  Late Adershir Bhikhaji 
Patel had also given donation 
of Rs. 13000/- for the building 
of the Towers of Silence in 
Salsette and inaugurated the 
same in 1923. He had taken 
a loan of Rs. 1000/- from the 
Government in those days, 
to build it.  He also enabled 
the building of the Mandvi 
Dharamshala in Surat in 1900.

He was instrumental 

in building a new building 
for the Mahuva Dar-E-
Meher which was originally 
established in 1959 by the then 
local Anjuman. In 1910, Seth 
Adershir Bhikhaji Patel built 
a new building for the Dar-
E-Meher and a Community 
hall named Manekwadi. The 

October 1910 (Roz Sarosh, 
Mah Ardibehesht)

His grandson Adershir 
Patel followed the footsteps 
of his grandfather and 
contributed by building the 

Seth Ardeshir Bhikhaji Patel 
Dadgah at Salsette in Andheri 
(E) on 23 January, 2000.  He 
also built the Manecksha A. 
Patel Co-operative Housing 
Society in 1997 which houses 
56 Parsi families and which 
is situated behind the Patel  
Dar-E-Meher  and named it 
after his father. In addition, 
he reconstructed the Agiary 
as the old structure had 
developed dangerous cracks 
on the walls. 

THE SETH PHEROZESHAH ARDESHIR PATEL DAR-E-MEHER
Andheri 

As you get out of the 
Andheri station, and step 
onto the road, you will be 
surrounded with dust and 
grime. But just off the main 

beautiful structure with its 
exquisitely coloured glass 
panels. It exudes tranquillity 
and splendour.   Parsi Times 
pays respect to The Seth 
Pherozeshah Ardeshir Patel 
Dar-E-Meher, Andheri.

The founders The Jashan Devotees attending the 
100th Salgreh

Plaque on the building Contd. on Pg. No. 16
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BEFORE AFTER

A creative junkie by nature Arshis Javeri is 
obsessed with colour and art. After hopping 

India’s premier airlines he followed his dream 
of making people look gorgeous and headed 
overseas to study from make-up schools like 
Make-up Forever Professionals in UAE.
Besides being a freelance make-up artist and 
hair stylist Arshis is a trainer for an academy 
sponsored by international brand Max Factor.
With Bridal’s, Photo shoots, Makeovers, Stage 
shows, Portfolios and Editorials being his forte 
he has a passion for fashion and style.

ARE YOU READY FOR VIBES? 
This year preparation is in full swing at Godrej Baug for the VIBRATIONS Show! Our Godrej Baug 
P.T. pals grab a look behind the curtain and found everyone practicing furiously! 
Choreographers Merzi Anklesaria, Mahafreen Sarkari, Anahita Dotiwalla, Natasha Dotiwalla, 
Nooshin Kotwal, and Nazneen Dastur come every day to M Block basement and teach the 
enthusiastic children. Vibes may be on the 26th of November this year but the special VINES 
bonding and memory making has already begun! 

F1
RACING
Dear Readers, 

Are you taking the fast 
track to the F1 race at 
Noida on Sunday, 30th 
October, 2011???

line and send in your 
pictures at contribute@
parsi-times.com. 

Class with 
Miss Azmin!

Dear Kids! 

This Diwali save one diya and 
paint it for us. 
Send in your diya and / or your 
picture holding it at  our address 
contribute@parsi-times.com. 
The three best diyas will 
get Rs. 501/- 

*Last date for entries is Friday, 
4th November, 2011 by 5.30 pm. 
Hurry! 
And don’t forget to read the “Safe 
Diwali” tips on page 13.

Girls and boys! Send in your boring pictures at answerthis@parsi-times.com or just mail them 

You get a chance to get some real stylish makeup tips and hints and be totally glam! It 
wouldn’t hurt to have a good facebook pic as 
well now! So hurry and mail us to be the 
Parsi Times 

Fatakro 
of the Month! fffffffffffffffffffffffffffffff MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM !!!!hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeethhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttooooooooooooooofffffffffffffooooooooooooooofffffffffffffff !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

oooooooooooooooooooooorrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaattttttttttttttttttttttaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF

Anahita Dotiwalla

Merzi Anklesaria

Mahafreenn Sarkari

Nooshin Kotwal

Natasha Dotiwalla

Nazneen Dastur
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Wavy hair is extremely 
versatile. It can be 
worn in various 

ways, either straight or 
scrunched
Many people don’t understand 
the concept of scrunching 
hair. If your hair has any bit 
of waviness to it, you can 
increase its volume without 
inviting dry, frizziness just 
by scrunching it. Don’t forget 
that all hair is different and it 
won’t come out the same as 
another person’s. (if layers are 

long the scrunch will fall 

enchance your layering 
through a haircut and 
add more curl).
Waves and curls are 
where the fun and 
volume is according 
to me. I feel someone 
with curls and waves 
are more approachable 
people rather than pin 
straight hair. Everyone 
has their own way of 

best for their hair type, 
but this is a great way to 
start! Shampoo and condition with 

products formulated to 
improve your hair’s texture 

Towel dry your hair so that 
it is damp, not dripping.

aid from the root area to 
the ends. Curl cream used 
with the combination of a 
serum is usually better for 

to experiment to see which 

To dry your hair, you will 
either use a diffuser or let 
it dry naturally. Either way, 
you must be patient to not 

Wavy Hair

 If you are attending a 
party and have no time to 
wash your hair, dip your 
comb in a glass containing 
beer and comb well. 
Combs can be cleaned by 
dipping them for a while 
in a solution washing 
soda and warm water.

tomato slices. Drape over 
nose, chin, forehead for 
ten minutes.

rub leather shoes with the 

Leave it to dry without 

 Eyebrow Pencils shar-
pen more easily if 
left overnight in the 
refrigerator to harden.

RECIPE

Purveen Dubash is a 

to educator to author she 
is armed with culinary 

into a hypnotic state. 
We are proud to present 
to you her recipes 

distinction of being not 
only simple to follow 
but yummy to taste!

Caramel Custard
Ingredients:

3 tablespoons sugar
A handful of almonds/
raisins
Directions:
In a heavy-bottomed deep 
vessel caramelize the sugar 
till light brown. Pour the 

the caramel. 

Place on a trivet. Pressure-

completely and remove 
the lid. Place in the fridge. 
Invert before serving.

rush the drying process.

and push the ends up towards 
your head, causing it to 

piece of hair and grab another 

your hair. Go over it again and 
again until your hair is dry.

give you more curl.

a larger wave effect.

The importance of getting 
enough sleep just can’t 
seem to be repeated 

enough times. The recovery 
time is just as crucial to your 
muscle as the nutritional part 

Without the proper amount 
of sleep, the muscle will end 
up in a catabolic state, which 

itself down during and after 
the exercise.
The body releases a lot of 
essential hormones for muscle 
recovery and muscle growth 
while we sleep. Without 
proper sleep, we cannot 
function for very long, not 
physically nor mentally. Our 
body is depleted of important 
nutrients such as vitamins 
and minerals, if we are sleep 
deprived.
Bodily growth and repair only 
occur during rest or sleep, 

never during 
exercise. One 
of the most 
i m p o r t a n t 
h o r m o n e s , 
g r o w t h 
hormone is 
being released 
while we 
are sleeping. 
G r o w t h 
hormone is 
stored in the pituitary gland 
and the body releases it in 
response to sleep, exercise and 

great importance to us to have 

hormone in our body because 

us with. Growth hormone can 
help you burn fat and convert 
it into energy and muscle.
A healthy growth hormone 
level helps your body to 
strengthen your ligaments 
and tendons, enhance protein 
synthesis for muscle growth 

tissue strong 
and healthy. 
Not getting 
your sleep is 
trying to drive 
a car without 
putting any 
gas in it, it just 
won’t drive 
very well at 
all. Studies 
show that 

the over training syndrome 
occurs primarily because of 

and sleep. The other common 
result from not getting enough 

your immune system. If you 
are over trained and are not 
getting enough rest you are 

susceptible to infections of any 

while trying to get through a 

down energy wise but you 

are also more prone to injuries 

injuries because your whole 

of rest. If you increase your 
exercise intensity you also 
need to increase your rest 
and recovery time in between 

even further. The secret to 
injury free training is to 
carefully balance training and 
rest.

A sign of over training is 

there is no reason for you not 
to be able to sleep at night you 

your well needed 7-9 hours of 
good rest.

PROPER SLEEP
Weight Loss & Proper Sleep

Contd. on Pg. No. 16
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Mrs. Wadia 
wishes to donate a

Wooden Chair.

You may contact her on 
23896096 / 9833556545, 
Monday to Wednesday 

12pm to 2pm

Ervad Kaikhosrow 
Faredoon Hengami 
from the Agiary in 

Kerman, Iran took a trip down 

with him about the life of a 
Dasturji there. The Ervad is 
not originally from Iran, but 
from Mumbai. He said that 
he realized a long time ago 

the heart of the religion and 
moved there over 40 years 
ago. Now he is happily settled 
there with a big family. His 

families of their own and live 

Mumbai visiting his family 

deliver a letter from his sister 
who enjoys reading our Paper. 
His warm heart and nature 
won us over (not to forget, 
the generous gift of Gaaz and 
Pista, Thank you Dasturji). 
Parsi Times shares bits 
of a warm and engaging 

life. As a Dasturji I am very 

there is an immense value 

of Kerman. I have retired now 
but I still get a good pension 

the Dasturjis have to ask for 
money from the Community 
for performing prayer and 
take ten twenty rupees here 
and there at the Agiary. They 
must be supported by the 
religion well enough to not 
have to do that. 
Here they take multiple jobs 

their prayer. It is sad that in 
order to feed themselves they 

they are ninety years old.  
The Panthaki System is not 
good at all. In Iran we do not 
have it. 
On the other and when 
someone passes away in 
India the rituals of mourning 

keeping with the sadness of 

and enjoy themselves when 

immediate family. 

 
I absolutely love the Banaji 
Aatash Behram. Here the 
Dasturjis are dressed well 

keep fresh fruits and keep 

a pleasure to go pray here.
I feel during prayer people 

and not the hundred other 
things. What is the matlaab 

of lakhs spent on fruits and 

praying. I am angry when 

 The most important thing 

lavish fruits and other things. 
That is all for our pleasure.  

have read it during this trip!
I got a lot of knowledge, 
understood a lot and enjoyed 

Gujarati in Iran! 

 

From Iran with Love

people prefer to travel there by air.

Zahedan routes. The train station is 4 km southwest of Kerman and 
the airport is also to the southwest, but the bus station (terminal) is in 
the south.
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Hey there! Register your YOUNG AND 
FREE voice on contribute@parsi-times.com 

Just mail in your name,  age and contact 
number. Our questions can range from the 
serious to the sensational. Let us join hands 
in making a voice today for our tomorrow! 

Parsi Times chats with young Parsis and 
asks for their unbiased take on important 

Community issues. We are proud to 
feature our unedited, young minds.  

Maybe their voices can be heard! 

P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Are you interested in reading about 
politics and questionable activities of the 
BPP that we seem to be pulling out from 
under the sheets? Would you prefer that 
P.T. only cover inspirational/uplifting 
articles? Are alleged facts about misuse 
and breach of trust affecting you & does 
such alleged misuse of power interest 
you?

Dinaz Driver, 
Age  : 18 years, 
Profession : Commercial Arts Student
People are engrossed in themselves. They don’t 
have time for others. This is a continuous act. It 
goes on. Everyone is tired of it. I dislike politics 
and want to stay away from all this.  Not only the 
BPP but politics in general. Whenever we read 
something about the BPP in the news papers 
we think, “arey aa BPP nu lafru pachhu saru thai 
gayu”. I think Parsi Times should carry more 
of inspirational stories rather than dirty politics 
related things. For e.g. I want people to know what 
commercial arts is exactly because whenever I 
tell them that I am studying commercial arts, all 
I get is blank looks.  I want people to know that 
you can do different things, whacky stuff rather 
than the same B.Com or BMS. We should know 
what is going on in the Community but kantalo 
awi jay atlu nai. Everything should not be merged 
in to the BPP and politics.

Karina Patel,
Age  : 18 years,
Profession : BMS Student.
To be really blunt I personally feel politics is kind 
of boring! PT should cover more of motivational, 
inspirational and uplifting articles as well as a bit 
of politics. To get the best of both sides! :)

Danesh Mistry, 
Age  : 17 years,
Profession : Student
I don’t think that it is a bad idea to publish facts 
about the politics and the questionable activities 
of the BPP as the entire community can be made 
aware about the happenings and the activities 
of the BPP. It is the right of every Parsi to know 
what is happening inside the community. At 
the same time Parsi Times must also cover 
inspirational and uplifting articles as they teach 
every individual a lesson. It is quite common 
nowadays to hear about facts of misuse and 
breach of trust. I guess the only solution is to 
work on them and ensure it does not reoccur!!!!!

Mehrzaad Mogrelia
Age  : 18 years
Profession : Student
Yes, I am very much interested in reading about 
the politics and questionable activities of various 
organizations that appear in Parsi Times. This 
makes me aware of what is really going on in 
the Parsi Community. Such questions are usually 
interesting to read. Well, Parsi Times should 

and uplifting because according to me, our 
community needs such encouragement, but at 
the same time Parsi Times should cover other 

and complete newspaper, so that Parsis of all age 
groups can read the newspaper.
No, the facts about breach and misuse of power 
do not have a real impact on me, but sometimes 
I do feel hurt when certain people who you 
trust and hand over the reins of a community 
to, misuse the power allotted to them and hence 
break the trust we show in them.
Articles about misuse of power do interest me 
because the true character of a person is exposed 
to the entire world, though sometimes such 
accusations about misuse of power maybe false 
as well. 

Sanaya Dinshaw
Age  : 21 years
Profession : MBA student
Yes, I would love to read about what’s going 
on behind the doors of the BPP. Now that BPP 
follows adult franchise we are interested in 
knowing how our elected representatives are 
handling their positions effectively, & to what 
extent are they helping the community grow. 
Parsi Times should not only cover inspirational 
articles about BPP but also state the facts so that 
we come to know what’s happening amongst the 
leaders of our community and be careful during 
voting the next time.

Penaaz Damania
Age  : 19 years
Profession : Advertising Student
It depends on how the Parsi Times is framed. 
Currently it feels like a tabloid; a leisurely 
newspaper to read on a Saturday evening after 
work or college. Inspirational and uplifting is 

both sides of everything. Not that sensationalism 
is needed. We get that already on television and 

medium, but being aware about things that make 
a difference to our lives is important. How new 
policies and ideas will affect our lives is what a 
newspaper needs to include. I agree that I enjoy 
reading about news that concerns our community 
because it is way easier to relate to and discuss 
within the family circle or colony friends.

Natasha Mehenty, 
Age  : 18 years
Profession : Student
Politics is the subject of my interest. I am trying 
to closely study the political activities happening 
in our community as well as our country. It is 
interesting to read about the various activities of 
the BPP as well as it’s trustees, who are no less 
than heroes for us. We are the ones who elect 
the trustees and therefore, we must have faith in 
their performances too. 
A newspaper is like a garden which is a shelter 
for many different trees. Similarly, Parsi Times 
must cover inspirational & uplifting articles 
and also include various other topics which are 
based on current affairs of our community, but 

between people on political matters.
I have heard from many people that Trusts are 
just for the name and their trustees are partial. 
But some also say that their houses run well due 
to the help received from the Trusts. Some of 
my relatives and friends are themselves trustees 
or in some or the other way connected with 
the activities of the Trusts. I have always seen 
them putting in efforts in order for the trusts to 
improve their funds & they are trying their level 
best to help the needy people and alleviate their 

Meherzad Patel
Age  : 23 years old
Profession : Director and Writer at Silly 
Point Productions – Theatre Company.
Interesting or not – facts are facts. If portrayed 
correctly then the interested reader will read it. 

that works then so be it. Politics should never 
enter the realms of a TRUST to begin with – as 
a trust begins and ends on faith – not on power.

Rishad Surti, 
Age  : 18 years, 
Profession : Student

the politics and questionable activities of the 
BPP. As the BPP is the apex body responsible 
for the proper governance of our community, it 
is essential for everyone to know what kind of 
activities they enter into. Also due to this, any 
kind of activities which may hamper the interest 
of the community members can immediately 
be found and prevented. I would prefer that 
Parsi Times covers inspirational and uplifting 
articles, but along with that articles which affect 
the common interest of the community should 
also be covered. An in-depth analysis of important 
activities should be undertaken. Facts about 
misuse and breach of trust surely affect me and 
probably the entire community. Those entrusted 
with power, should not misuse the trust that the 
community members have bestowed upon them, 
as they are the ones who are elected to represent 
us and solve our problems. Articles regarding 
such facts should be made public, as we get an 
account of what our representatives are doing for 
our betterment!
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P. T. QUESTION OF THE WEEK

Are you interested in reading about politics and 
questionable activities of the BPP that we seem 
to be pulling out from under the sheets? Would 

you prefer that P.T. only cover inspirational/
uplifting articles? Are alleged facts about misuse 

and breach of trust affecting you & does such 
alleged misuse of power interest you?

Hey there!  Register your 
OLD N WISE voice on  

contribute@parsi-times.com
Just mail in your name, age and 
contact number.  Our questions 

can range from the serious to 
the sensational.

Let us join hands in making a 
voice today for our tomorrow! 

Old
n

Wise
Name : Mrs. Behroz Patel
Age : 65 years. Housewife.
Address : Mahim

Actully I live in a cosmopolitan colony and 
don’t know about the BPP but all my friends 
live in colony and all they talk about is the BPP. 
Yes it is a good thing that your newspaper is 
digging out things it is the duty of the press to 
show the community what is being hidden It 
is also good to read encouraging articles and 
would request your press to feature people 
who contribute to the community, like social 
workers, doctors and people who do things 
without personal gains.   

Name : Mr. Hoshang B. Balsara
Age : 65 years. 
   Worked as Extra 
   in Film Industry
Address : Grant Road

I am interested in reading about what the 
BPP is doing about the property that it has 
and the crores  of rupees that it has in it .PT 
should go and question all the trustees as to 
what they are doing for the betterment of the 
community and not for the betterment of their 
pockets. We are a small community and if the 
ones taking care of our accessorial belongings 
misuse our trust they should be punished. 

Name : Mr. Homi B. Balsara
Age : 71 years. Retired.
Address : Vikroli.

the BPP is up to, it is we who have elected them 
Infact Mr. Jimmy Mistry before had assured 
the voters that he will bring transparency in 
the BPP and every one would know on what 

unfortunately he has only become transparent 
and no one  can see him. What is the meaning 
of starting a newspaper in the community if 
you are not going to put the facts in front  and 
only write how to make your hair and take 
care of your skin and show a very rosy picture. 
My advice is dig and dig deep.

Name : Mr. Homi Avari
Age : 71 years.  Sells Sandalwood in Agiary
Address : Nallasopara

No I am not interested in knowing what the BPP is doing 
because I know they are doing nothing for the poor they are 
only interested in taking money and giving houses to the 
rich. I have no faith in them.

Name : Mr. Hormaz Tata
Age : 59 years. Retired.
Address : Santacruz.
I am home 24 X7 as I am unable to move I 
spend my day mostly seeing TV and reading 
newspaper as I live  in a cosmopolitan society 
I am not so much in tune  with the activities 
happening in the community. I started 
getting PT about 2 months back and I am 
quite impressed with what it has achieved 
in a short span a lot of my family and 
friends are talking about it. Every human’s 
nature is to know what is happening in the 
neighbour’s house and also want to know 
what is unknown. If your newspaper believes 
in speaking the truth then it is best you come 
out and express your views.

Name : Mr. Viraf Kapadia
Age : 56 years.
Address : Godrej Baug
Of Course, Parsi Times has come out very boldly to expose the 
corrupt trustees who are full of double standards.  They say we 
do so much for the poor but they do nothing at all.  Only people 

anything.  Baugs are meant for Parsis Zoroastrain but there are 
so many Non Parsis staying in the Baug and Trustees are not 
doing anything about it.  Trustees while standing for elections 
say we will convert Leave & License into Tenancy but once 
they get elected they forget all about it.
As a newspaper you have to carry all news.  Press is an 
independent body and you have to give all facts whether a 
particular news the Trustees will like it or not.  Some people 
give advertisement in the paper and think nothing bad about 
them will be given in the paper, this should not happen.  
In Democracy, Press plays a nuclear weapon, it plays an 
important role.  For. Eg you featured the Khareghat Colony, 
now if you as a Parsi Press would have not covered it then 
people object if such things are written in National Press.  To 
avoid any community news to appear in the National Press, 
you must cover such things.  Another example is about the 

allow illegal construction in people’s houses and when their 

to go to the court.  

Parsi Times chats 
with Elder Parsis and 

asks for their unbiased 
take on important 
Community issues.

We are proud to feature 
our unedited, wise 

minds. 
Maybe their voices can 

be heard!

Name : Mr. Farok D. Patel

Age : 72 years. Retired. 

Address : Tata Colony, Bldg No. 6, 
   Room No. 2, Tardeo.

I am very happy that PT is taking 
interest in community matters and 
opening up the the secrets of the BPP trustees They should 
continue and not get afraid and stop.You should put in your 
paper articles that would encourage our younger generation 
to grow in their life.
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Last year we all 
followed Jimmy 
Seervai reach the 

top four on Master Chef 
Australia. This year the 
contest back home dishes out 
yet another Parsi to be proud 
of! 

This weekend settle in and 
watch Star One as Shahzad 
Kersi Variava of Bharucha 
Baug cooks his way into the 
top 50 of Master Chef India 
Season 2! 

Shahzad is currently 26 
years of age and previous 
to his Masterchef gig was 
working at Pan India Food 
Solutions Pvt. Ltd. Through 
the length of the contest he 
will whip up quite a few Parsi 
dishes with a signature style 
and twist. We are hoping 
for some Wafer par Edu and 
Chicken Dhansak! 

Shahzad’s proud and 

excited parents are Kersi 
and Ruxana Variava. While 
Shahzad is at the Master Chef 
House they get to chat with 
him only about once a week. 
The last report was that the 
atmosphere in the house was 
nerve racking and the tension 
and competition is building 
up! 

Shahzad has always 
had a passion for cooking 
and has been gifted with a 
talented hand 
in the kitchen. 

predict his 
position in the 
top ranks of 
the contest and 
Parsi Times has 
already voted 
him Master Chef 
India!

Watch this 
space for more!

Yazdi Tantra 
(yazdi@on-lyne.com) 
(Technical Director, 

entrepreneur, actively 
involved in developing 
Entrepreneur Development 
and Encouragement 
programs.

Do I have it in me?

question “Do I have it in me?” There are many in Silicon World 
who have been outstanding entrepreneurs - Dan Bricklin (the 

and the unforgettable Steve Jobs. What is unique about such 
people? What are their personal traits and backgrounds? And, of 
course, whether I have those traits or whether I could cultivate 
them.

Many websites and books ask the following common 
questions:

personal funds at risk?

If the answer to most of the above is “YES” - you are on! Yes, 
ideas are important - but they need to be supported by personal 
traits which will make the ideas work.

HBS professor Walter Kuemmerle, who has studied more 

One could take the following tests online and quickly get 
a fair indication of one’s mental make-up for becoming an 
entrepreneur:

Many more such tests are available online.
The next question that arises is - if I don’t have these skills, 

can I still make it? The answer is obvious - Entrepreneurs are 
made, not born! If you don’t have skills - cultivate them. If you 
don’t know how to drive, you learn driving! It’s as simple as 
that. And no one is born with ALL the skills - if one aspires to 
become an entrepreneur, he should be willing to work towards it 
and build his skills and capabilities. Books, websites, programs, 
organizations - all are available in plenty for the aspiring 

Ingredients :  5 Egg whites 
(Only) separated 

(Blue Bird make) 
200 ml. Milk 
200 gms. Dark Chocolate 
Method : Beat egg whites with 
electric beater till stiff peaks 
form. Refrigerate. 
Mix cream with milk stir and 
make a paste. Melt chocolate, on 
double boiler  i.e. in a vessel to 
be kept on another vessel with 
water boiling. 
Add melted chocolate to the 
cream mixture. Finally add egg 
whites from the fridge and fold 
in lightly. Pour into small plastic 
cups and refrigerate. 
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Jess B., CAPTAIN 
COLONY: Our colony 
organises a rangoli 
competition for children. 
The beautiful rangolis and 
the diyas give a feeling of 
vibrancy that brings a smile 
on my face. All the people 
in my colony, young or old 
celebrate this festival with 
gusto and enthusiasm. This 
festival of lights brings in 
joy.

When a rocket zooms 
into Tehmi aunty’s 
house or when 

you know its Diwali time! It’s 
that time of the year when 
Parsis/Iranis do rangolis 
outside their house, place 
the glittering diyas on their 
doorsteps and adorn their 
door entrance with a toran 
announcing the arrival of the 
most vibrant festival in India 

the victory of good against 
evil, a core belief even in the 
faith of Zoroastrianism.

It’s a festival that believes 
in overcoming the darkness 
of ignorance and stepping 
into a brighter world. Since, 
the time Parsis have landed in 
Gujarat we have always been 
a part of the celebration of 
Hindu customs and traditions. 
Anyways, bawas always just 
need a reason to celebrate!

This festival of lights makes 

the darkest night shine bright. 
Along with the bonus, it gives 
you a reason to celebrate 
and be happy, spread some 
infectious laughter after a 
few pegs and make your 
stomachs purr after enjoying 
that scrumptious Parsi dinner 
at the Diwali party. The 
mere liveliness with the bum-
baradas in the colony while 

makes it feel alive. It’s fun 
to watch the madness that 

goes on from your balcony 
or window as the nallasburst 

other; “Chalni get the loom”, 
“Rustom you’ll burn yourself, 
get away once you light the 
chakli”, “Phuvarakauche?” 
and “Phuskifatakra”.

Parsi Times interviewed 
bawas and bawis about how 
their baugs or colonies spend 
Diwali. This is what they had 
to say: 

Buzzing Baugs, Crackling Colonies and Dazzling Diyas

Arash Kolah, DADAR 
PARSEE COLONY: The 
liveliness of the festival of 
lights, Deepavali comes to 
the fore when you enter 
the colony. It is great to 
see all generations outside 

crackers and enjoying 
themselves. For me, 
Diwali is a perfect way to 
bring family and friends 
together.

Parizad Pajnigara, 
SALSETTE COLONY: I 
do not spend Diwali in the 
colony since I am busy at 
work but when I enter the 
colony, kids are bursting 
crackers that completely 
gives me a feeling of Diwali 
masti. I guess we Parsis 
love to enjoy every festival 
and Diwali has always 
been one of my favourites.

Rudabe Navdar, 
GAMADIA COLONY: 
During Diwali time you 
will see beautiful lights 
on the balconies of many 
Parsis in the colony. You 
will see enthusiastic kids 
with their parents bursting 
crackers. Personally, I 
do not burst crackers 
because of the noise and air 
pollution but we do love to 
light beautiful diyas on our 
door step. 

Natasha Dotiwalla, 
GODREJ BAUG: All the 
friends in the baug get 

crackers. After that we all 
go for dinner. We spend 
time with each other and 
enjoy the true essence of 
the festival of lights by 
bringing in laughter and 
joy. 

For Khushnum Yezdi 
Mistry, writing is much 
more than the profession 
she has chosen, it is truly 
her passion. This Bawi is 
here to rock your world 
with her musical words 
and tuned in stories. You 
have been warned! Happy 
reading!

TIPS FOR A SAFE DIWALI

Parsi Times

Kelly Pardiwalla, 
JER BAUG: Diwali is not 
celebrated with the zest 
and zing like we used to 
celebrate when I was a 
child. Parents are more 
careful about the safety 
issues of their child while 
burning crackers. There are 
many people in the baug 

few who like to watch. But 
let me also mention that the 
baug does look splendid 
since almost every balcony 
is lit with colourful 
lanterns.

Mahiyar Engineer, 
RUSTOM BAUG: Diwali 
is not celebrated on a large 

crackers cause a lot of noise 
and air pollution and since, 
there is a hospital besides 
the baug we like to keep 
it quiet. Although, kids do 
come in groups and enjoy 
their fair share by bursting 
crackers like small bombs, 
phuvaras, chakris etc. 
Since, it is the festival of 
light we do celebrate by 
lighting a diya outside the 
house. 

Rushad Daruwalla, 
NAVROZ BAUG: Diwali 
is the time where people 
in my baug organise a 
long trip. This year they 
are organising a trip to 
Rajasthan which I am sure 
will be splendid since 
it’s Deepavali. Since, it is 
vacation time for school 
kids, the baug generally 
echoes with the noise of the 

you might also hear old 
aunties exploding, “Aavaj 
band karo, we can’t sleep”. 
He guffaws.

The word “Divali/Diwali” 
is a variation of the Sanskrit 
word “Deepavali” which 
means “a continuous line 
of lamps” (The word ‘Deep’ 
means “light”, and ‘avali’ 
means “a continuous line”). 
Thus, Diwali is the time to 
celebrate with lights.

DIWALI 
MEANS…

Diwali is the festival of 
lights, joy and togetherness. 
It marks the triumph of 
good over evil and dispels 
darkness. But, improper 

prove dangerous. Every 
year a number of people 
across the country lose their 
eyesight and sustain burns 
during the festival. Property 
is also damaged in mishaps. 
So this diwali better be safe 
than sorry, using Diwali Tips 
from Parsi Times…. 

Always ensure adult 
supervision

ackers whilst lighting them
Wear thick clothes, that do 

Always use an agarbatti/ 
candle to light a cracker

ces, away from cars, trees, 
buildings, animals, etc

bucket of water nearby to 
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Kai-Kaus was the 
second king of the 
Kayanian dynasty. 

He is known variously as 
the son or the grandson 
of Kai-Kobad. Unlike Kai- 
Kobad who was pious and of 
clement nature, Kai-Kaus was 
impetuous, rather whimsical 
and soon upon his ascension 
to the throne he invaded 
Mazenderan, a country of 
Divs. This action was much 
against the counsels of 
wise counselors, Tus, Giv, 
and Gurdarz. They tried to 
dissuade him from going on 
such a hazardous undertaking 
but their caution fell on the deaf 
ears. The Divs of Mazenderan 
were savages in many ways 

science and in war craft they 
were far ahead of the cultured 
and polished Persians. It was 
late in the day when Kai-Kaus 
with his army neared the city 
of Mazenderan. He camped 
for the night on the plains on 
the outskirts of the city. He 

city the next day. That night 
the White Demon, Div-i-Sapid 
who had been summoned by 
the king of Mazenderan to his 
aid, threw a blanket of pitch 
dark smoke and rained down 
showers of bricks and stones. 
Kai-Kaus and a majority of 
his soldiers were stuck with 
blindness.

Arzang, a Div leader 
captured Kai-Kaus - bound 
him and his soldiers in chains 
and triumphantly marched 
them to the city of Mazenderan 
and delivered them to the king 
who had them thrown in the 
dungeons.

When the faithful ally of 
Kai-Kaus, Zal learnt of the 
plight of the Persian king, he 
instructed his son Rustom, 
the greatest paladin the world 
has ever seen, to proceed 
immediately to Mazenderan 
to liberate Kai-Kaus and his 

men.
Rustom donned Babre-

Byan, his armour, and well-
armed he set out on his faithful 
steed Rakish. The ordinary 
route, long but safe, which 
had been taken by Kai-Kaus 
and his army. It had taken 
them six long months to reach 
Mazenderan. Rustom took 
a much shorter but tortuous 
and extremely dangerous 
route which he was able to 
traverse in just two weeks. 
He had to pass through Haft 
Khan, seven frightful stages 
of the journey. He overcame 
all the perils on the way. 
He destroyed all the wild 
creatures, ferocious beasts and 
demons that came his way. He 

encountered Arzang. He tore 
Aoff his head from his body. 
Finally, at the seventh stage he 
came face to face the Sapid Div 
who confronted him. He lifted 
the white demon and dashed 
him to the ground with such a 
force that his huge body was 
shattered and he died. Rustom 
prayed to God for granting 
him this victory. James 

to translate Shahnameh into 
English) very beautifully 
describes this scene thus…..

                          O’er him who 

                                              Nobly 
his prisoned king to free,

                               Heaven will 
extend its saving shield,

                                       And 
crown his arms with victory.                             
This deadly combat between 
Rustom and the Div-i-Sapid 
has been depicted by many 
Persian artists and sculptors. 

Victorious Rustom also 
cured the blindness that had 
affected the eyes of Kai-Kaus 
and his soldiers by applying 
the blood from the heart of the 
White Demon to their eyes.

Rustom turned the 
catastrophic defeat into a 
glorious victory for Kai-Kaus. 
Encouraged by the victory 
the impetuous King Kai-
Kaus led an expedition to 
Berber whose stubborn and 
rebellious king had refused to 
pay him homage and brought 
him under subjugation.  Thus, 
encouraged by yet another 
victory he then led his army 
against Hamavaran (Yemen), 
Misr (Egypt), and Sham 
(Syria) who had formed an 
allied force against him. He 
defeated them and reduced 
them to Submission. Kai-Kaus 
having learnt that the Shah of 
Hamavaran had a beautiful 
daughter Sodaba, asked for 
her hand in marriage. The 
Shah very reluctantly had to 
agree to the union and Sodaba 
became the Queen consort 
of the Iranian monarch. The 
Shah of Hamavaran was a 
spiteful man. A week after 
their marriage he invited Kai 
Kaus to be his guest. Sodaba 
tried to dissuade him from 
accepting the invitation but to 
no avail. Kai-Kaus accepted 
the invitation and set out to 
the city of Shah with great 
pomp and pageantry for his 
rendezvous with the Shah 
of Hamavaran. The Shah of 
Hamavaran had conspired 
with the refractory King of 
Berber. 

 Kai-Kaus and his retinue 
was waylaid, overpowered, 
overtaken and imprisoned 
in an impregnable fortress 

atop of a lofty mountain. The 
Shah dispatched some of his 
court ladies to bring back 
his daughter Sodaba but she 
refused to be separated from 
her husband and so she was 
sent to the dungeon with Kai-
Kaus.

The ever ready angid ever 
watchful for any opportunity 
too lay his greedy hands on 
Iran, Afrasiab learnt that the 
throne of Iran was without 
a King. He collected a vast 
hoard of Tartars, attacked and 
secured for himself the throne 
of Iran.

Rustom heard of the 
treachery of the Shah of 
Hamavaran and the resulting 
capture of the Persian 
Kingdom by Afrasiab. He 
collected his troops rushed 
across to Hamavaran by the 

galleys. 
The triple forces of 

Hamavaran, Berber and Misr 
were vanquished and their 
chieftains were captured. King 
of Misr was cleft from head to 
waist by just one stroke of the 
sharp sword of Zawareh, a 
brother of Rustom.

Seeing the widespread 
havoc wreaked by Rustom 
the wily King of Hamavaran 
appealed for peace and 
offered to pay tribute and free 
Kai-Kaus. Contd. on Pg. No. 16
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by Viloo Homi Adajania

Spirituality is the quest 
for our true self, deeply 
hidden behind the layers 

of conditioning that creates 
the personality that we believe 
is ourselves.  Creativity is the 
ability to make something out 
of nothing. Creativity brings 
into being that which was 
not.  It could be a thought, an 
idea, a poem, a composition, 
a relationship, a painting.  
The co-relation between the 
two terms is innate.  Our 
true self, the sages say, is 
divine, Godlike.  And what 
is God, if not creative?  All of 
the manifold life that we see 
around us have sprung out of 
the Creator and therefore our 
true nature is wholly creative.  
Therefore, the more we release 
this true or the real nature 
of ours by freeing it from the 
limitations of conditioning or 
self-imposed bondages (such 
as hatred, pride, prejudices, 
bias, jealously, greed, etc.), 
the greater will be our clarity 
of vision to understand things 
in their right perspective.  In 
other words, the more we 
perceive reality or truth, the 
closer we are to creativity.  

When your spontaneity 
and ease with yourself 

yourself turning to art or 
literature as forms of creative 

expression.  You will be 
going through expansive 
states of consciousness and 
new thoughts and insights 
will spring up.  You will 
understand experientially the 
laws of life.  Some of its glory 
reveals itself.  You realize you 
have things to say and show to 
the world.  And you begin to 
create.

Unfortunately, our 
educational system is such 
that it emphasizes learning, 
logic and memory, at the cost 
of creativity and spontaneity.  
We imbibe negative messages 
carelessly uttered by a parent 
or a teacher.  Whatever 

creativity that is left out 
of all this socialization is 
channelized and distorted by 
our prejudices, likes, dislikes, 
needs and belief systems.  
Little wonder that most of us 
are profoundly uncreative or 
creative only in spurts or in 
certain aspects of our lives.  
The truth is that our lives 
should be a testimony of our 
creativity, bringing something 
into being, whether it is an 
insight or an invention, a smile 
or a poem.

Spirituality increases our 
awareness.  As long as we are 
plunged into a self-centered 
pre-occupation with our 
thoughts and feelings, we will 
never fully experience life.  The 
more we free ourselves from 
tiresome baggage of ourselves, 
the freer we are to simply be.  
We notice so much that was 

once obscure.  The incredible 
wealth of Nature reveals 
itself and we notice for the 

intricacy and design behind 

We notice people too, and 
discern their secret aspirations 
and motivations, their fears 
and hopes, their essential 
human selves hidden behind 
the masked surfaces that they 
wear. 

Now our intuition begins 
to surface and reveal the 
profound secrets of life.  
Depth enters into us and 
enriches our creative juices.  
Analogies, metaphors and 

Spirituality makes us experience life  at a 
much deeper level.  It helps to release the true nature of 

ours  and frees it from the limitations of conditioning.  
All of this is good fodder for our creative growth.

to us.  Everything that we see 
inspires us.

Another aspect of creativity 
is the ability to feel.  All artists 
are profoundly emotional.  It 
is their ability to be touched 
and moved by the world that 
has created the masterpieces 
that are the glory of mankind.  
Spirituality is the movement 
from the head to the heart.  
We become more open to 
our feelings and learn to 
experience and express them.  
As our material needs and 
desires drop and we become 
more established in our own 
self, we remove the shields 
and fronts with which we 
faced the world and become 
more vulnerable and open to 
the world around us.  All of 
this makes us experience life 
at a much deeper level than 
we permitted ourselves earlier 
and all of this is good fodder 
for our creative growth.  There 
is therefore much ecstasy 
inherent in their creation.

Spirituality is also the way 

to abundant life.  The more we 
free ourselves, the smoother 

life force within us, bringing 
energy and dynamism in 
its wake. We are alive and 
charged and in moments of 
charged creativity (like sports 
and other similar activities), 
participants experience a 
changed state of consciousness 
in which the doing is effortless.

To conclude I will say 
that spirituality calls for 
reorientation of the mind and 
the heart.  It is transformation 
of the self to its true nature free 
from self-imposed  bondages.  
It is an endless process of 
soul’s search for Divine 
Wisdom through a series of 
awakenings to realities.  Our 
creative expressions are a 
natural corollary.  This is a long 
process extending perhaps to 
several incarnations; but, as 
we come closer to perceiving 
reality or truth, our creativity 
will grow steadily and 

sustained practice.

Q. How does such 
a naughty boy like 
Burzin grow up to be a 
good Dasturji? 
A. Dear Dikri, the 
process that a young 
man goes through from 
being a young Parsi to 

being a fully mature Priest is not a one day ceremony. It takes 
years of learning and wisdom to grow into that role. 
Burzin comes from a Priestly family. That means at least one 
person…. his father, grand father, great grandfather or great 
great grandfather was a Dasturji. Only because of that he too 
has the  privilege to become a Priest. That is to say at least 1 
Priest every 5 generations keeps a Priestly family going. 

Ervad/ Dastoor is when a boy becomes a Navar. This is done 
at approximately 14 years of age at a ceremony.  After studying 
his prayers and learning under the guidance of senior Dasturjis 
in the Athornan or an Agiary near home, the boys perform 
special tasks over 29 days. Once this is completed they are 
rightfully called Navars. These rituals are very interesting but 
I know that you are excited to go buy Diwali crackers so I will 
tell you about them next week.

CALL OUR DEDICATED ADVERTISING HOTLINE #9930264854
TO FIND OUT MORE AND BOOK YOUR SPACE TODAY! 

YOU HAVE THREE WEEKS WORTH OF PARSI TIMES TO REACH THE READERS USING THIS SPACE !!!! 

OFFER ENDS ON 
OCTOBER 28th, 2011

For Advertising rates please contact:
(022) 66330405 or advertise@parsi-times.com
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Kai-Kaus now turned to 
regain his Kingdom from the 
usurper Afrasiab.  

Afrasiab desperately tried 
to hang on to the throne of 
Persia. He urged his soldiers to 

before.  He promised the hand 
of his daughter in marriage 
and to bestow a kingdom 
and the title of Sapehbud, 
(commander of the Forces) 
upon any who would kill the 
“Sagzi” (Pun on the word 
Saki, inhabitant of Sakestan or 
Sistan to which Prince Rustom 
belonged and Sagi, meaning 
a dog ). With the rich prize 
at hand the Turanians fought 

Paladin Prince but they were 
no match for the great warrior. 
They all courted death. Two 
thirds of the Turanian army 

to Turan. Kai-Kaus was once 

issued a royal proclamation 

him the dignity and honour 

upon him hereditarily the 
dominion of Nimruz. He 

Pehelwan and Tehamtan 
(Strong-bodied or Powerful). 
He was also presented with 

a kingly crown, a costly 
amulet, jewels and many 

Kai-Kaus was a good man 
and he settled down to rule 
with wisdom justice and 

prospered.
But as said before he was 

impetuous and also restless 
and ere long he was lured 
into yet one more dangerous 

in his ears a song. 

Thou art lord of  all things here,

But thou can’st fly.
There remains for thee to know
Things above as things below,
How the planets roll; 
How the sun his light displays,                     
How the moon darts forth her rays,
How the night succeed the days;
What the secret cause Betrays,
And who directs the whole?

( From Atkinson’s translation of  
Shahnameh) 

This was music to the 
wandering lusting ears of the 

He simply couldn’t resist 
the challenge. He ordered 
an aloe wood throne to be 
made for him. Four powerful 

were harnessed at the four 

was clear for the take off. 

birds were exhausted and the 

down. Fortunately Kai-Kaus 
escaped unhurt. He had 
landed somewhere in a desert 
in China. And who else but 
Rustom, along with Gurdarz 
and Tus came to his rescue 
and they escorted him back to 
his palace safe and sound. 

Kai-Kaus, at the end of his 
reign of 150 years became 
a recluse and abdicated the 

Kai-Khushru, son of the fair 
and fatal Prince, a gentleman 

lust and court intrigue.

Contd. from Pg. No. 14

Atash was re-enthroned after 
performing the required 

priests including Panthaki 

and was also graced by High 

Mirza.
  The Agiary celebrated 

The current Chairman is 
Mr. Adershir M. Patel and 
the current trustees are Mr. 
Manekshaw A. Patel, Dr. 
Firoze Kotwal, Mr. Shahrukh 

(Retd. ACP), Mr. Hoshang D. 

The tremendous contri-
bution of this family 
towards our community is 
phenomenal. 

PATEL AGIARY
Contd. from Pg. No. 06

Contd. from Pg. No. 03LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

welcome this wholeheartedly. 
“Apro Boman of Bollywood.” 
Boman should enact a Ben 
Hur on the well manicured 
lawns of Cusrow Baug. What’s 

publicity for the community. 
Till now Parsis are always 
projected as idiots, buffoons, 

see our baugs they will also 
want to come and stay and 
apply to be included in the 

needy ones wanting a roof 

Nomo Khodo Boman Aka 
Cecil B. DeMille welcome to 
our baugs.

small request to Boman Aka 

shoot, he must arrange 5 star 
food for the Parsis of the baug. 
For instance if the shoot is 
at Cusrow Baug he should 

arrange Taj Catering (which 
is just next door) with some 

bumper dinner some Camus 

B DeMille should not forget 
garib goorba Parsis like me 

people for his shoots to these 

billion dollar production this 
will be just peanuts and can 
be treated as sundry/petty 
expenses. 

Thanking you.
Yours truly,
Behram Aga.

IF YOU LIKE ME TELL ME

Tell me now.

Don’t withhold your approbation

Till the Father makes oration.

For no matter how you shout it,

Now is the time to slip it to me

More than fame and more than money,

Contributed by Meher P. Sutaria

PROPER 
SLEEP

A great percentage of 
the American population 
suffers from insomnia and 
other sleeping disorders. 
While you can always pop a 
pill to be able to sleep, there 

your sleep. Drink an herbal 
relaxing tea before bedtime 

root or bedtime mix tea. 
This will help you unwind 
from your busy day and 
make you relax so you can 
fall asleep. 

Eating certain kind of 
foods can also interfere 
with your sleep. 

with red meat late at night 
could keep you awake 

body has to digest red 
meat. Eating anything high 
in sugar before bedtime 

you from getting into that 
deep sleep you need to feel 
rested in the morning.

The best thing to eat 
before bedtime if you are 
hungry is protein. That will 
make you sleep well and 
the digestion of the protein 
won’t affect the release of 
hormones in your body 
while you sleep.

Contd. from Pg. No. 08
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Name 
Age 
Sex 
Other residents at the same address: 

Address 

Contact numbers 
Email addresses 

Feedback

Favourite section of the Parsi Times
Suggestions for the team 

Charity of choice (select) 
WZO Trust Funds
NBZA Agiary Fund 
Zoroastrian Trust Funds of India

Reason for choosing that particular Charity 

Amount of donation 
Details

CHARITIES WE LIKE

The New Bombay Zoroastrian 
Association Charitable Trust, 
is in the process of building 
an Agiary/Dadgah and a 
Community Hall, Charitable 
Dispensary, Old Age Home 
etc. at Navi Mumbai to meet 
the religious and Social needs 
of our ever growing Zarthosti 
community.

They have been allotted a plot 
by CIDCO of 850 sq. metres 
for the same. The total cost of 
the plot works out to Rs. 63 
lakhs (including Stamp Duty 
and registration). However, 
even if we extinguish all 
our investments and bank 
deposits, we will have with 

us Rs. 42 lakhs. Sharukh 
Mahiar Doctor, the President/
Managing Trustee of the Fund 
has contributed Rs. 20 lakhs 
plus, The Framji H. B. Settna 
Legacy Trust through the good 

has contributed Rs. 10 lakhs, 
The Sir Shapoorji Burjorji 
Broacha Charity Trust through 

Mehta has contributed Rs. 
1 lakh and the remaining 
has been contributed by the  
Zarthosti Residents of  Navi 
Mumbai as well as sundry 
Zarthosti Humdin from all 
over the world.

A fellow Humdin has 

assured them that he will 
construct the Agiary at his cost 
and manage and maintain the 
same provided we give his 
family name to the Agiary, 
which the Trust has agreed to 
do.

Today they fall short of Rs. 21 
lakhs which has to go toward 
paying for the plot. They also 
say mention that no amount of 
donation is too small.

Parsi Times would love to 
help them build this sanctuary 
of religion and comfort for the 
Community members with 
the help of your donations as 
well.

Dear Readers, 
Parsi Times has taken a ‘New Year Oath’ to reach out to the less 
privileged people within our Community. We would like to offer our 
readers an opportunity to help us support a cause with a voluntary 
donation. 
The minimum amount for the ‘donation toward subscription’ is Rs.51/- 
This includes 50 regular issue and 2 special issues (One in March and 
one in August). (Larger donation amounts are welcome too.) This 
subscription is valid for issues from our issue dated 3rd September 2011 
to the last issue next August. 
This amount will be forwarded by us to  a charity of your choice from 
this list. 

1) WZO TRUST FUNDS  2) NBZA AGIARY FUND   3) ZTFI
If you do not tick off a choice we will place your ‘donation toward 
subscription’, with any one of the above, at our discretion. 

toward helping out in our Community where it is needed most.   

a. Mail it to Parsi Times, 102, Vikas Building, 11 Bank Street, Mumbai 
400001

c. Wait for a Parsi Times Staff Member to visit your home (if you 
reside in heavy Community pockets and Baugs) and collect it over 

carry an authority letter and a Parsi Times receipt for you. 
3. The donations should be in cash or cheque favoring Parsi Times. 
Please do help us with this initiative and help Parsi Times do more for our  
wonderful Community! 
Thank you 
Parsi Times Team  

The World Zoroastrian 
Organization Trust / WZO Trust 
Funds has, from its inception 
acted on behalf of and for 
the Zoroastrian Community 
worldwide. 

The Fund holds multiple fund 
raising activities for relief efforts 
across the world and in India. 
Some of their international aid 
projects are the Pakistan Flood 
Relief Funds and the Sri Lanka 
and Thailand Tsunami Fund.

In India the WZO Trust Funds 
have spearheaded a movement 
to rehabilitate poor Zoroastrian 
farmers of South Gujarat since 
August 1990. WZO Trust Funds 
extend support to extricate the 
poor farmers from the mire of 
poverty and bring them back into 
the mainstream of society. This 
helps them create sustainable 
economic revenue streams. So 
far they have rehabilitates 419 
families in 176 villages of Gujarat, 
expending Rs.53,683,651 in the 

process. 
Some of their projects in India 
have included: 
- 

Providing decent residential 
facilities for poor farmers 
by converting their huts into 
cottages. Till end December 
2010, 136 huts of poor farmers 
have been replaced into 
cottages.

senior citizens at Navsari where 
55 elders spend the evening 
of their lives in a happy and 
vibrant atmosphere, residing in 
peace and tranquility free from 
stress and worry. 
The WZO Trust Funds uses the 

funds through donations to: 
- Provide relief from poverty to 

of illnesses and hospitalization.
- Financially support the pursuit 

of higher education
- Support elderly and Young 

Mobeds.
- Send the elderly and the 

recuperating from illness for 
holidays.

- Organize Annual Gambhars.

youth to taking up sports. 
- Motivate achievers in education 

by giving them awards.
WZO Trust Funds extend 

towards promoting ‘self 
employment’ (micro credit) 
projects. 

So far just over 700 Zoroastrians 
have been supported in this 
venture between 1995 and 2010.

Parsi Times has received news that the Young Rathestars would not like contributions through the 
paper and so we would like to redirect our readers to the wonderful cause of the The New Bombay 
Zoroastrian Association Charitable Trust AGIARY Fund in our Donation Drive. 
All our readers who have already sent in cheques for the Young Rathestars, we apologize for the 
inconvenience and will be contacting you shortly to redirect the funds. We hope you understand.

The Zoroastrian Trust Funds of 
India was started in August 2009 
as an initiative to streamline the 
funds correctly and appropriately 
for the welfare of our Community. 
The organization is extremely 
active and some of the areas of 
their work include: 

1) Relief of the poor.

3) Medical relief.
4) Concessional or subsidized 

housing.
5) Amelioration, development 

and socio-economic 
emancipation of Parsi/Irani 
Zoroastrian Community.

6) Social Audit including 

and evaluation of charity 
projects.

Some of their projects have 
included: 

Programme which gives doles 
to over 500 deserving people. 

2. Feed a Family which is 
currently feeding over 30 
families across Mumbai 

3. Youth camps and Pilgrimage 
Trip to Udvada 

The organization consists of a 
management committee, volun-
teers of all ages and the Trustees. 

p
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21Apfpd“u ‘mp¡dp„...
ir“hpf, ApμL$V$p¡bf 22, 2011

vy$Ny®Zp¡ s¡dS> 
k v $ N y Z p ¡ , 
‘ p ¡ s ‘ p ¡ s u L $ u 
Å s h p m p A p ¡ 
kp’¡ lp’dp„ 
lp’ d¡mhu“¡ 
S> af¡ R>¡. L$p¡C 
‘Z vy$Ny®Z L¡$ 
kv$NyZ R>¡. 
vy$Ny®Zp¡ Ap‘Zp 

Æh“dp„ “p“p ‘pep D‘f ‘p¡suL$p¡ h¡‘pf iê$ L$f¡ R>¡ A“¡ ‘p¡suL$p¡ 
^„^p¡ A¡hp¡ sp¡ h^pfu v$¡ R>¡ L¡$ ‘R>u sp¡ Ap‘Zp„ b^p S> L$pep£dp„ 
Ap‘ õhp’® A“¡ ‘p‘ S> Äep„ Ðep„ Oyku Ne¡gy„ “S>f¡ ‘X¡$ R>¡.

A¡L$ dpZk L¡$hu fus¡ bNX¡$ R>¡? Myv$ cy„X$pC“p L$fsp„ ‘Z cy„X$p  
dpZk“u kp¡bs h^pf¡ Mfpb lp¡e R>¡, L$pfZ L¡$ Å¡ NV$f“u ‘pk¡ 
Nygpb“y„ aŸg ‘X$ey„ fl¡ sp¡ s¡dp„’u Nygpb“u kyhpk “uL$mu S>C“¡ 
NV$f“u S> vy$N¯^u blpf Aph¡ R>¡.

lh¡ vy$Ny®Zp¡ A¡L$buÅ“u ‘p„MX$u ‘L$X$u“¡ L¡$d Qpg¡ R>¡ s¡ 
s‘pkuA¡. A¡L$ dpZk¡ “hp¡ “p¡L$f fpMhp“p¡ Cfpv$p¡ L$u^p¡. Äepf¡ 

i¡W¡$ Dd¡v$hpf“¡ ‘|R>ey„ L¡$ cpC! spfpdp„ A¡hp¡ L$p¡C vy$Ny®Z sp¡ “’u 
“¡ L¡$ S>¡’u sy„ d“¡ ApNm S>sp„ cpfu ‘X$u Åe? Ðepf¡ ‘¡gp “hp 
“p¡L$f¡ L$üy„ L¡$ “p, i¡W$, “p  r“c®e flp¡, A¡hp¡ L$p¡C dpfpdp„ vy$Ny®Z 
“’u. aL$s d“¡ S>fp L$p„v$p Mphp“u Apv$s R>¡. Ðepf¡ i¡W¡$ L$üy„ L¡$ 
cgp dpZk! L$p„v$p sp¡ ApMu vy$r“ep Mpe R>¡; lº„ ‘p¡s¡ ‘Z MpJ 
Ry>„. s¡dp„ iy„ ’ey„? Ðepf¡ ‘¡gp¡ “hp¡ Dd¡v$hpf bp¡ëep¡ L¡$ i¡W$? s¡ 
‘Z lº„ L$ep„ fp¡S> MpJ Ry>„? A¡ sp¡ Äepf¡ S>fp dpfp’u Åõsu v$pê$ 
‘uhpC Åe R>¡ Ðepf¡¡ ifpb“u vy$N¯^ Y$p„L$hp dpV¡$ S> lº„ L$p„v$p MpJ 
Ry>„. Ðepf¡ i¡W¡$ ‘|R>ey„ L¡$ iy„ s“¡ v$pê$ ‘uhp“u ‘Z Apv$s R>¡ L¡$? Af¡ 
“l] f¡ “l] i¡W, v$pê$ L$ep„’u fp¡S> lº„ Nfub dpZk ‘uJ? A¡ sp¡ 
Äepf¡ Sy>Npfdp„ L$p„C sX$pL$p¡ ‘X$ep¡ lp¡e Ðepf¡ S> ‘uhpe L¡$ “u? i¡W$ 
sp¡ apV$u Nep, Af¡ iy„ sy„ Sy>Npf ‘Z M¡g¡ R>¡? Af¡ “l] f¡ “l], 
i¡W$ iy„ sd¡ bu NcfpC “¡ AL$mpC Åhp¡ R>p¡! A¡ sp¡ lº„ Äepf¡ 
Qp¡fu L$ê„$ A“¡ s¡dp„ ‘Z Å¡ kpfp¡ S>¡hp¡ lp’ d¢ dpep£ lp¡e sp¡ ‘R>u 
Åõsu ‘¥kp“¡ dpf¡ L$ep„ fpMhp? dpV¡$ S> lº„ S>fp bp¡S> lgL$p¡ L$fhp 
Sy>Npf fdhp ÅJ Ry>„. bpL$u d“¡ sp¡ L$p¡C Ås“u cy„X$u  C‰s “’u, 
kpl¡b.. i¡W¡$ L$üy„ L¡$ cpC! d“¡ spfu “p¡L$fu“u S>ê$f “’u.

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u

sdpfp QdL$sp rkspfpAp¡ dpV¡$ Sy>Ap¡ ‘p“y„ “„. 22

d“¡ lh¡ ‘f¡X$ dpV¡$ rbëLy$g â¡d “’u.

S>fp d“¡ L$p„v$p Mphp“u Apv$s R>¡

MS|>f“u fkdgpC
Ap
S
“u
hp
“
Nu

ApS>“p¡ kyrhQpf

“pQuT Ap k„kpfdp„,

byY$p‘p¡ NpX$u-f¡g;

il¡“ipl bu Qpgsp ’ep,

“¡ ‘p„V$u cf¡ S>¡ l¡g.

kpdN°u: 1 guV$f v|$^, 100 N°pd MS|>f, 25 N°pd dphp¡, 25 N°pd “prme¡f“y„ MdZ, 25 
N°pd v$m¡gu kpL$f + 3 V$u õ‘|“ kpL$f, 2 V¡$bgõ‘|“ tiNp¡X$p“p¡ gp¡V$, Ou, L¡$kf, bv$pd, 
r‘õsp, Qpfp¡mu, A¡gQu.
fus: A¡L$ hpkZdp„ v|$^ DL$mhp d|L$hy„. ’p¡Xy„$ ÅXy„$ ’pe A¡V$g¡ kpL$f “pMhu. L¡$kf“¡ hpV$u, 
v|$^dp„ O|„V$u A„v$f “pMhy„. bpky„v$u ÅX$u ’pe A¡V$g¡ A¡gQu“p¡ c|L$p¡ “pMu Dspfu g¡hy„.
MS|>f“p bu L$pY$u rdL$kfdp„ hpV$hy„. s¡dp„ dphp¡, “pqme¡f“y„ MdZ A“¡ v$m¡gu kpL$f 
“pMu “p“p bp¡ëk b“phu tiNp¡X$p“p ‘psmp Mufpdp„ bp¡mu, Oudp„ smu g¡hp. A¡L$ 
qX$idp„ bpky„v$u L$pY$u s¡dp„ MS|>f“p bp¡ëk d|L$hp. D‘f R>p¡g¡gu bv$pd-r‘õsp“u L$sfu 
A“¡ Qpfp¡mu’u kÅhV$ L$fu, qäS>dp„ d|L$u, fkdgpC W„$X$u L$fhu.

lh¡ d“¡ dpfp L$‘X$p„ dpf¡ lp’¡ S> ^p¡hp ‘X¡$ R>¡..
L$p„e L$p„e spfu bCfu “’u ^p¡su. 
“l], A¡ Äepf¡ dpfu kp’¡ Nyõk¡ lp¡e Ðepf¡ dpfp¡ Mpf L$‘X$p„ ‘f 
L$pY$u“¡ b^p L$‘X$p„ Å¡f’u Aapfu“¡ apX$u “pM¡ R>¡.
******
bCfu: d“¡ gpN¡Q L¡$ Ap‘fu bpSy>“p ‘X$p¡iu“¡ Ðep„ dpfpdpfu 
’pe R>¡.
hf: sy„ ip“u D‘f’u L$l¡ R>¡.
bCfu: A¡ gp¡L$p¡“p¡ f¡qX$ep¡“p¡ AhpS> OZp¡S> dp¡V$p¡ k„cmpe R>¡.
******
hpfkp¡
ApS>L$pg“p iuM¡gp cZ¡gp rhÛp’}Ap¡ sp¡ap“p¡ dQph¡ 
R>¡, bkp¡ S>gph¡ R>¡, õLy$g L$p¡g¡S>dp„ cp„Nap¡X$ L$f¡ R>¡, f¡g“p 
X$åbpAp¡“¡ bpmu “pM¡ R>¡ ep “yL$kp“ L$f¡ R>¡, crh¡óedp„ 
s¡Ap¡“p R>p¡L$fpAp¡ Myv$$ ‘p¡sp“y„ Of S>gphu v$¡i¡, A“¡ Äepf¡ 
s¡“y„ L$pfZ ‘yR>hpdp„ Aphi¡ Ðepf¡ s¡Ap¡ L$l¡i¡ L¡$ ld¡ sp¡ ldpê„$ 
L$s®ìe r“cphu füp R>uA¡. Ap hpfkp¡ ldp¡“¡ ldpfp hX$ugp¡ 
sfa’u dþep¡ R>¡.

QhQh“p¡ dyfåbp¡

* L$fhp“p„ A“¡ “l] L$fhp“p„ L$pdp¡“¡ kph^p“sp‘yh®L$ 
lfl„d¡i, ‘p¡sp“u “S>f“u kpd¡S> fpM“pf, ‘p¡suL$p 
A„s:L$fZ“p Qp¡L$uv$pf, ks‘yê$j“¡ ^Þe R>¡. A¡hp 
A¡L$“¡ “pQuT“p “dõL$pf lp¡Å¡. * buÅdp„ fl¡gu L$p¡C 
C‰s“u Ap‘Z¡ A¡b L$lpX$u“¡ s¡“u t“v$p L$fuA¡ R>uA¡, 
‘Z s¡S> bv$u, Ap‘Zpdp„ L¡$hu kuas’u Ry>‘pC“¡ 
fl¡gu lp¡e R>¡, s¡“u Ap‘Z“¡ L$ep„ Mbf R>¡? * Äepf¡ 
Ap vy$r“epdp„’u Qpgsu ‘L$X$u“¡ Ap‘Z¡ ‘¡gu vy$r“epdp„ 
S>Ciy„, Ðepf¡ Ðep„ Ap‘Ï„ iy„ ’i¡? kyMdp„ lp¡Ciy„ L¡$ 
vy$:Mdp„? s¡“p¡ Ap^pf ip D‘f R>¡? dpÓ Ap vy$r“epdp„ 
L$u^¡gu Ap‘Zu L$fZu S> A¡ hps “L$L$u L$f¡ R>¡. 
cpspdp„ S> Å¡ ‘’fp bp„^u gC S>CA¡, sp¡ Ðep„ A¡“p 
‘¢X$p bfau ’p¡X$pS> ’hp“p R>¡? dpV¡$ S> b„^y$Ap¡ “¡L$udp„ 
S> Ap‘Z¡ ÆhuA¡ A“¡ “¡L$udp„ S> Å¡ Ap‘Z¡ dfZ 
‘pduA¡, sp¡ S> Myv$p“u âkßsp d¡mhpe A“¡ Ðep„“p¡ 
fõsp¡ My$‰p¡ ’pe. ldv$u“p¡! sdp¡ dpÓ d“í“u Nhí“u 
A“¡ Ly$“í“u“y„ S> ‘pg“ L$fp¡. sdp¡“¡ dpfp S>¡hp A¡L$ 
“pQuT“u iuMpdZp¡ A“¡ bp¡^“u iu ANÐe R>¡? 

- ApS>“u d“í“udp„’u
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Sagittarius :- 23rd November – 22nd December (Fool & XI of Sword) 
One partner might try to dominate the other. Think before you 
speak. You might have to lie or manipulate. You will be able 
to do both house and outdoor work properly if you just think 
calmly.

Aries:- 21st  March – 20th April (II of Wands & Justice)
You will feel like staying away from people. Don’t believe in 
those whom you don’t trust. They might give you the wrong 
advice. You might receive phone calls for a potential job offer 
if you have applied for one

Taurus:- 21st April – 20th  May. (V of Wands & VI of Coins) 
You will have high expectations but don’t forget to keep your feet 

Good opportunities are on their way. Some of you might encounter a 
matter related to property.

Gemini:- 21st May – 20th June. (Temperance & II of Wands)
You will be generous and romantic with your partner this week. 
Try to give her/him time. You will get success in business but in 
small amounts. As a colleague or a partner, you’ll be full of ideas. 
Be ready to back them up.

Cancer :- 21st June – 22nd  July  (II of Coins & IV of Coins) 
Don’t be possessive about your partner. Try to bring about a balance in 
your relationship. Be careful in your dealings. You will be able to spare 
time for your family.

Leo:- 23rd July – 23rd August (II of Cups & Moon) 
Try not to be rude. Words have more power to hurt someone 
than a weapon. You are also likely to spend more money this 
week on fun and entertainment.

Virgo:-  24th August – 23rd Sept. (IV of Swords & VIII of Cups) 
You might feel emotionally weak & due to that you might lack 
motivation. Follow the advice that is given to you. You might feel 
uneasy. Take care of your health with respect to headaches & stomach 
aches.

Libra:- 24th Sept. – 22nd October (4 of Cups & 6 of Cups) 
New opportunities are coming your way. Past experiences and 
friendships will stand by you. Do not let your past affect you. 
It might come in the way of your progress. 

Scorpio:- 23rd October – 22nd  November. (II of Coins & Hanged Man)
This week you will be moody and a little restless. You might have to 
spend money on your relatives. You might have to take care of things 
which you did not know before.  Don’t keep any work incomplete. 
Finish it. There will be progress in your relationships. 

Capricorn:- 23rd Dec. – 20th Jan. (Ace of Coins & 9 of Coins)
ladies should give love and time to their family. They really need it. 

be settled in your favour.

Aquarius:- 21st Jan. – 19th Feb. (Knight of Wands & II of Cups) 
You might get some good news in the family. This week, 
you will be able to arrange for money. Save money for 
your family.

Pisces:- 20th February – 20th March (VII of Coins & IV of Cups) 
Your partner and you will have a good time. There will be harmony 

expect too much. You will get only what is written in your destiny.

by Tarot Reader NUPUR

L$Þep: 24du Ap¡NõV$’u 23du kàV¡$çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ h^y‘X$sp Cdp¡i“g b“u S>ip¡. buÅ“u kgpl’u ^“ L$dpC iL$ip¡. 
buÅ“u kgpl dp“hpdp„ sd“¡ “yL$kp“ “l] Aph¡. Å¡ sd¡ ’p¡X$pOZp srbes dpV¡$ b¡v$fL$pf 
’C S>ip¡ sp¡ srbes bNX$i¡. s¡dp„bu Mpk L$fu“¡ dp’p“p¡ vy$:Mphp¡, ‘¡V$dp„ NX$bX$’u 
‘f¡ip“ ’ip¡.

sygp: sp. 24du kàV¡$çbf’u 22du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf
 Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd“¡ “hp L$pd L$fhp“p¡ QpÞk dmi¡. s¡dp„bu sdpfp cysL$pmdp„ L$f¡g L$pd 
sd“¡ h^y L$pddp„ Aphi¡. “hy„ L$pd L$fhpdp„ ^ufS> fpMhp’u h^y kam ’C S>ip¡.

h©ròL$: sp. 23du Ap¡L$V$p¡bf’u 22du “h¡çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$ey„ sdpf¡ cpNv$p¡X$ h^y$ L$fhu ‘X$i¡. sdpfp fug¡i“dp„bu MQ® h^y L$fhp¡ ‘X$i¡. 
S>¡ bpbsdp„ ÅZsp lp¡ s¡ dpV¡$ h^y Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡. L$p¡Cbu bpbsdp„ ‘yf¡‘yê„$ L$ep® hNf d|L$u 
“l] iL$p¡. k„b„^dp„ ky^pfp¡ Aphi¡.

^“: sp. 23du “h¡çbf’u 22du qX$k¡çbf
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ ^pfip¡ sp¡ Of“y„ s¡dS> buSy>„ L$pdbu M|b S> kpfu fus¡ L$fu iL$ip¡. 
L$p¡CL$ ìe[¼s sdpfp kp’¡ Mp¡Vy„$ bp¡gi¡ A’hp sd“¡ b“phhp“u L$p¡rii L$fi¡. S>¡ fus¡ 
kpd¡hpmp hs®“ L$f¡ s¡ fus¡ sd¡ QpgÅ¡.

dL$f: sp. 23du qX$k¡çbf ’u 20du ÅÞeyApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ ”uAp¡“¡, R>p¡L$fuAp¡“¡ â¡d“u h^y S>ê$f ‘X$i¡. sd¡ ep“¡ ‘yê$jp¡“u kp’¡ 
kpdpÆL$ L$pdp¡ M|b S> kpfu fus¡ L$fu iL$ip¡. Å¡ sd¡ L$p¡Cbu guNg d¡V$f L¡$ L$p¡V®$“p dpdgpdp„ 
akpe¡gp lip¡ sp¡ S>S>d¡ÞV$ sdpfu a¡hfdp„ Aphi¡.

d¡j: sp. 21du dpQ®’u 20du A¡râg
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sd¡ gp¡L$p¡’u v|$f fl¡hp“y„ dp“ip¡. s¡dp„bu S>¡ gp¡L$p¡’u v|$f fl¡hp“y„ dp“ip¡ 
s¡dp„bu S>¡ gp¡L$p¡ sd“¡ dp“sp “l] lp¡e s¡hu ìe[¼s D‘f rhðpk dyL$sp “l]. sd“¡ kpQu 
kgplbu “l] dm¡. L$pdL$pS>“u iê$Aps dpV¡$ L„$CL$ “hy„ L$fu iL$ip¡.

h©jc: sp. 21du A¡râg’u 20du d¡ 
Ap AW$hpqX$ep S|>“u cygpC Ne¡gu hps epv$ Aphi¡ sd¡ ^pf¡g L$pd“¡ ‘yfp L$fu iL$ip¡. 
dykpafu D‘f S>hp“p¡ kpfp¡ QpÞk dmu“¡ fl¡i¡. S>du“ Åev$pv$ dpV¡$ kpfu hpsp¡ ’pe s¡dS> 
S>du“ Åev$pv$“u g¡suv$¡su’u apev$p¡ ‘Z ’i¡.

rd’y“: sp.21d¡’u 20du S|>“
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ sdp¡“¡ sdpfp â¡du L¡$ â¡rdL$p sfa’u kpfpkpfu fl¡i¡. sd“¡ apev$pbu 
dmsp fl¡i¡. ̂ „^pdp„ lip¡ sp¡bu apev$pdp„ fl¡ip¡. “p“p¡ “p“p¡ apev$p¡ d¡mhu“¡ k„sp¡jdp„ fl¡Å¡. 
sdpfp rhQpfp¡“¡ dlÐh Ap‘Å¡ s¡“p’u cpNuv$pf“¡ L¡$ buÅ“¡bu apev$p¡ ’i¡.

L$L®$: sp.21du S|>“’u 22du Sy>gpC
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ h^y‘X$sp ‘p¡sp“p D‘f rhðpk “l] fpMsp. b“¡ sp¡ k„b„^dp„ kdsygp 
fpMÅ¡. A¡ sdpfp Ly$Vy„$buL$ ìe[¼s ‘pR>m kde ‘kpf L$fhp dpV¡$ kpfp¡ kde Aphu S>i¡. 
sd“¡ buÅ“u tQsp L$fhp L$fsp ‘p¡sp“u A“¡ A„Ns ìe[¼s“u tQsp L$fhpdp„ sdp¡“¡ “yL$kp“u 
“l] Aph¡.

tkl: 23du Sy>gpC’u 23du Ap¡Nô$
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ b“u iL¡$ sp¡ ip„rs fpMÅ¡. k„cpmu“¡ hpsQus L$fhpdp„ dyíL¡$gudp„ “l] 
Aphp¡. sd“¡ ‘¥kp L$dphp L¡$d s¡hp rhQpfp¡ h^y$ Aphsp fl¡i¡. Å¡ ip„rs fpMip¡ sp¡ h^y 
Ap“„v$dp„ A“¡ dÅdp„ AW$hpqX$ey„ ‘kpf L$fu iL$ip¡. aL$s hpsQusdp„ Ýep“ Ap‘Å¡.

du“: 20du a¡b°yApfu’u  20du dpQ®
cpNuv$pf dpV¡$ AW$hpqX$ey„ kpê„$ S>i¡. buÅAp¡“u kp’¡ M|b S> kpfu fus¡ L$pd L$fu“¡ 
AW$hpqX$ey„ ‘yê„$ L$fu iL$ip¡. L$p¡Cbu dp¡V$p L$pd“u Apip fpMsp “l]. “kubdp„ S>¡V$gy„ li¡ 
A¡V$gy„ dmu S>i¡.

Ly„$c: 21du ÅÞeyApfu’u 19du a¡b°yApfu
Ap AW$hpqX$epdp„ kpfp kdpQpf dmi¡. s¡ kdpQpf “pZp„L$ue bpbs dpV¡$bu lp¡C iL¡$ L¡$ 
Ly$Vy„$buL$ bpbs“u  dpV¡$bu lp¡C iL¡$ L¡$ Ly$Vy„$buL$ bpbs“u A„v$f kpfp âk„N Aphi¡. ‘¥kp“p 
k„b„^¡ sd¡ v$f¡L$ AV¡$Qd¡ÞV$ L$fu iL$ip¡. Ly$Vy„$buL$ cph“p fpMu s¡d“u CÃR>p ‘yfu L$fip¡.
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Mutt The Lockhorns

Hidden 
in this criss-

crossing network of 
passageways is the name 

of the well-known community 
personality shown in the picture. 

Select a starting letter and trace this name 
with a continuous line. At no time may any 

letter or passage be re-used.

SOLUTION (15-10-2011)
DINYAR TIRANDAZ

O n e 
l e t t e r 

stands for another 
in this substitution game. 

Replace it and complete the 

the week! 

SUDOKU

G PYH’Z UHYO ZSX UXL 

ZY    JCTTXJJ,   RCZ   ZSX   UXL 

ZY  NDGVCQX GJ ZQLGHE ZY 

BVXDJX   XMXQLRYPL.

SOLUTION (15-10-2011)

Today’s clue: J equals S

SUDOKU EXERCISES TO STRENGTHEN YOUR EYE 
MUSCLES AND IMPROVE YOUR VISION

PT TIP

This is very easy and 
quick to do.
Instructions for zooming

Sit in a comfortable 
position

Stretch out your arm 
with your thumb in the 
hitchhike position

Focus on your 
thumb as your arm is 
outstretched.

Now bring your thumb 
closer to you, focussing 
all the time, until your 

thumb is about 3 inches 
in front of your face.

Now move your 
thumb away again 
until your arm is fully 
outstretched.

Do this for a few 
minutes at a time 
throughout the day.

This exercise will 
strengthen your 
focussing skills and your 
eye muscles in general.

ZOOMING

  G A R 

 M R I A R 

 U P  O Q 

 O Y A T B

  L L S 

SOLUTION (15-10-2011)

8 1 5 4 2 3 6 7 9
6 4 3 5 7 9 1 8 2
2 7 9 6 8 1 4 3 5
1 9 8 7 4 5 3 2 6
4 6 2 1 3 8 5 9 7
5 3 7 9 6 2 8 4 1
3 2 6 8 1 7 9 5 4
7 5 4 3 9 6 2 1 8
9 8 1 2 5 4 7 6 3

1 2 8 3 9 5 4 7 6
3 6 9 7 8 4 5 1 2
4 7 5 2 6 1 3 8 9
5 3 6 1 4 8 9 2 7
7 1 4 9 3 2 8 6 5
8 9 2 5 7 6 1 4 3
9 8 1 6 2 3 7 5 4
6 5 7 4 1 9 2 3 8
2 4 3 8 5 7 6 9 1

People everywhere confuse what they 
read in newspapers with news

Ha! Ha! Harder!
A three part series on the benefits of bursting out 
into rude, side stitching, tearful and humungous 

bouts of laughter with Parsi Times!!

Part 2
Laughter releases Natural Killer cells that assist 

increasing the absorption of immunoglobulin A in 
saliva. It also boosts the immune function, increases 
activity and strengthens the immune system.

Laughing has been compared to an ‘internal 
jogging’ because your body gets a complete workout 
from a good belly laugh. Laughing is aerobic exercise 
for your intercostals, diaphragm, abdominal, facial 
and respiratory muscles because increases muscle 

not partake in the action of laughter and therefore 
they relax. The muscles used to laugh relax after 

cannot maintain muscle tension while laughing. 
The best cardiac exercise you can do for your heart 

is to have a good laugh as this regulates heartbeat 
and increases the circulation and improves the 
transportation of oxygen and nutrients throughout 
your body. Laughing is one way to beat high blood 
pressure because it releases stress hormones that 
causes high blood pressure therefore lowering it and 
preventing hypertension.

Contd. next week.
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ACCOMODATION 
AVAILABLE

Fully Furnished 
Clean & AIRY

1-BHK Flat in Cama 
Park, Andheri (W).

Contact 
9167612266

NEWS STAND
Dear Readers,

12,000 Issues Now! 
If someone you know has not received 
a copy of our weekly, please request 
them to take a stroll down to any one 
of these places where they have so 
graciously agreed to keep our copies 
for free distribution this week! 
•	 Colaba - AGA Stores (Cusrow Baug)
•	 Fountain -  Devji  Shripal & Co., 

Ideal Corner,  Roshni Food Point
•	 Dhobitalao - Kerawala & Co., 

Paris Bakery
•	 Churchgate - Bhikha Behram Well
•	 Andheri - Mazda Wines, Bharucha Baug Ardaviraf 

Provision Stores
•	 Bandra - RTI, Tata Agiary
•	 Tardeo (Nana chowk) - PAC , CHUNG-FA
•	 Dadar - Aarey Milk Centre, Opp. Rustom Framna 

Agiary, Gangar Stores.

For Advertising rates please contact:
(022) 66330405 or advertise@parsi-times.com

Best diwali cracker 
deals in Mumbai

• AAA Morani SFX 
Fireworks - Andheri 
(W), Mumbai, Near 
Mega Mall, Andheri (W), 
Mumbai

• 76/F, Maskati House, 
Mohammed Ali Road, 
Next to BMC Bank, 
Mandvi, Mumbai

• Mega Fireworks Mela, 
Opp. Bharat Nagar, 
Behind National Stock 
Exchange, Bandra – 
Kurla Complex, Bandra 
(E), Mumbai

• Fireworks Magic, Ultra 
Enterprises 49/A, C.S.T. 
Road, Fort, Mumbai


